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Two studies examined feature matching in successive judgments. College students in both studies read about 2 apartments with shared positive and unique negative features, and 1 less globally positive apartment with all unique features. In the feature-cancellation condition, participants first saw the shared-features apartments together and then saw the all-unique apartment. In the no-cancellation condition, participants first saw 1 shared-features apartment and the all-unique apartment together and then saw the other shared-features apartment. Shared-features apartments were rated higher when they were not seen together. The all-unique apartment was rated higher when it was seen last, when the first 2 apartments’ shared features canceled out. Study 2 replicated Study 1 and also demonstrated that 2 additional variables failed to moderate the effect. Memory measures suggest that shared features are paired up as an organizational strategy.

During the 1992 U.S. Presidential election, the country let out a collective whine when presented with the Democratic and Republican candidates. Instead of just expressing the usual apathy about the election, voters seemed actively critical of both of the front-runners. George Bush was seen as being out of touch with middle- and lower-class Americans, too concerned with remote international affairs, and responsible for the country’s domestic and economic problems. Bill Clinton was disliked for a different reason: allegations of sins in the past (extra-marital affairs, drug use, and draft dodging), which he avoided facing directly in his inimitable “Slick Willy” style. The choice between the two candidates was painted as a decision between the lesser of two evils, and the many overlapping positive qualities of the two front-runners seemed largely ignored. Both were tall, White, male, Ivy League graduates with a great deal of political experience, and both were quite moderate and mainstream, but voters seemed to pay little attention to these similar positive qualifications and instead largely focused on the divisive negative features of Bush and Clinton.

Enter third-party candidate Ross Perot, who, despite a dearth of experience in politics, was embraced by Americans as no other third-party candidate had been in recent elections. Clearly, Perot’s campaign had a number of advantages, many of them related to his great wealth, but one less obvious help may have been Perot’s late entry into a race that already contained two candidates who overlapped on positive features but had unique negative features.

It is difficult to judge the validity of a post hoc explanation of the election, but the 1992 Presidential election serves as a compelling real-life example of a phenomenon addressed by the present studies. When given a choice between two options that have some shared features, and some features that are unique to only one of the options, people have a tendency to “match up” the features, cancel out the shared features, and base their decision solely on the unique features (Houston & Sherman, 1995; Houston, Sherman, & Baker, 1989, 1991). In particular, people pay special attention to the unique features of the subject of comparison (often, the most recent option to be seen), which is the option compared with some other standard or criterion, known as the object of comparison. The present studies push feature matching further, specifically examining whether people continue to use only the unique features of earlier options when comparing them to options that are later added to the choice field.

Feature matching, or the cognitive comparison strategy of matching up the features shared by two options, was originally identified by Tversky (1977) as a strategy for judging similarity but has also been found to play a part in preference judgments (Houston & Sherman, 1995; Houston et al., 1989, 1991; Kardes & Sanbonmatsu, 1993). With a choice between two options, this strategy can be efficient and effective—people concern themselves only with the unique dimensions on which the two options differ, not with overlapping features that fail to distinguish between the two choices.

However, the strategy is not without side effects. Houston et al. (1991) showed that removing the shared features from a decision context changes the nature of the decision. When shared features are not used in the preference process, a choice between two options that have shared positive features and unique negatives is like a choice between two negatives—an avoidance-avoidance conflict. On the other hand, a choice between two options that share negative aspects but have unique
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positives is like an approach—approach conflict. We should expect people to behave differently if they have transformed the decision from one that contains some pros and some cons into one that is a choice between exclusively negative options, especially given that other areas of social psychology have found negative features to be more potent than positive features (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984; Skowronski & Carlston, 1989). However, the notable twist to Houston et al.'s (1991) study is that it was the participants themselves who changed the nature of the choice by feature matching and turned initially equivalent options with equal numbers of negative and positive features into a choice between the lesser of two evils, or the greater of two boons. Not surprisingly, Houston et al. (1991) found that this framing of options affects not only how we see our choice but also our postdecisional feelings—it's difficult to be happy with your choice if you saw yourself losing either way, just as it's easy to be happy if you considered both options good. Furthermore, Houston and Sherman (1995) found that not only did people have less happy postdecisional feelings, but they also gave lower postchoice evaluations to items that had been seen in shared-positive–unique–negative pairs than to the same items when they had been seen in shared-negative–unique–positive pairs.

Does the context created by feature matching persist beyond the original decision between the first two options? If so, then a later option subsequently added to the choice field may be seen in a different light. The role of feature matching in successive decisions with more than two options was foreshadowed by earlier decision researchers who theorized that expanding the number of options in a choice set would reduce the probability that one of the options would be chosen. Thus, the probability that an option would be chosen was greater in smaller choice sets, but only to the extent that the options did not overlap (see Luce, 1959; Restle, 1961; Rumelhart & Greeno, 1971). In terms of adding more options to the choice set, generally "the addition of an alternative to an offered set 'hurts' alternatives that are similar to the added alternative more than those that are dissimilar to it." (Tversky, 1972, p. 283).

The present studies investigated a possible negative side effect of feature matching and canceling when a third option is belatedly added to a choice field already containing options that have some similarities. If people have been concentrating mostly on the unique features of earlier options, they may continue to use only these unique features—they may fail to go back and retrieve any features shared by earlier options when comparing the earlier options with a later option. In other words, for some options (the earlier ones), only a subset of features will be compared with a full set of features for other options (the later ones). It is as if the features shared by the earlier options have been removed from the field, or canceled out, leaving only unique features to be compared with later options.

Which features get matched up and canceled out before subsequent comparisons depends on which features are shared by the options seen in the first round of comparison. Thus, changing the order in which options are seen and changing which options are seen together first has the potential to change which features are canceled out. This, in turn, will affect which features are used in later comparisons and could ultimately affect how the different options are rated. Normatively, the order in which options are seen should not affect the ratings of the options.

Two additional lines of research support the idea that changing the order in which options are seen may change preferences when feature matching is involved. First, Tversky and Gati (1978) examined carryover effects of feature matching on similarity judgments. When they presented participants with more than two choices, they found that the context in which options were presented—that is to say, the other options—affected similarity judgments. For example, when asked how similar Israel was to three other countries, including England, participants' ratings of how similar England and Israel are changed depending on what the other two comparison countries were and what features they shared with each other. Thus, Tversky and Gati concluded that similarity judgments are not independent of choice set—how features are initially clustered affects the choice context, which in turn affects similarity judgments.

The other source of research supporting the idea that shared features will remain canceled out in subsequent choices comes indirectly from work outside of the feature matching realm. Beach and his colleagues (for a review, see Beach, 1993) have conducted a number of studies demonstrating that when there are several options from which to choose, the decision can be divided into two steps: screening and actual choice. Actual choice can be based on a number of different strategies, such as satisficing and elimination by aspects but, prior to this, screening is used to weed out options from the final choice field that violate too many of the decision maker's standards.

Relevant to the idea that matched-up shared features in earlier preference decisions may not make it to later preference decisions is the finding by Beach (1993) and his colleagues that information can be "used up" during the screening process: Features that are used in the screening process to decide whether the option makes it to the final choice field may not be used in making the final choice. For example, when participants were given information with which to screen options, and then were given more information on the options that survived screening, the information used to screen contributed little to the evaluations of the options made just prior to actual choice (Van Zee, Paluchowski, & Beach, 1992). Thus, information used in screening may be used up and not available for subsequent decisions, even though it still may be retrievable from memory (Van Zee, 1989, reported in Beach, 1993).

The two present studies examined the effects of feature matching and canceling on successive ratings of apartments. The first study tested the idea that if participants feature match and cancel out shared features when comparing two options, the shared features will remain canceled out, or at least exercise less influence, when subsequent comparisons are made between the original favorite of the first two options and a third option. The second study examined the robustness of the effect, introducing two possible moderating variables.

In addition, as a secondary goal, both studies attempted to uncover what is happening to the shared features when they are canceled out. If people do not use these shared features once they have canceled them out, where do they go? Given that people's evaluations do not reflect the shared features, one possibility is that the shared features are matched up, deemed use-
less in terms of comparison, and purged from memory—a match-and-discard hypothesis.

However, Houston et al. (1989, Study 4) found evidence inconsistent with the match-and-discard hypothesis. They found that shared features were in fact more accessible in memory, which argues against the possibility that feature matching results in shared features being forgotten. Instead, the shared features may benefit because they are seen in two options rather than just one. As Houston et al. (1989, Study 4) explained, encountering shared features again in a second option serves as a retrieval cue for the shared features of the first option.

There is an alternative to the match-and-discard hypothesis that combines an explanation for why people can easily retrieve the shared features from memory but still not use them in their judgments. The shared features may be canceled out—not to be discarded, but as an organizational tactic. Because the shared features are the same, and because they do not distinguish between the two options, they are processed together, and stored by themselves, not with the unique features. This match-and-file hypothesis thus predicts that the shared features can be retrieved, if a search for them is enacted. Furthermore, if one of a shared pair is retrieved, its "match" will be, too. An analogy can be drawn from a person with a crowded desk. In order to have a space to work on the task at hand (e.g., a preference judgment), it is often necessary to file away or stack up things that are not currently being used. However, stacks and files are not like randomly discarding this material—if they are needed, they can be located and placed in the center of the desk (i.e., retrieved), where they are very visible, just as the shared features are when people are asked to recall all the features of the apartments.

Study 1

Overview

Participants were first given two apartment descriptions. For some participants, these apartment descriptions shared positive features and had unique negative features. Overall, they were relatively positive. In this condition, it was expected that participants would match up and cancel out the shared positive features and base their judgments on the remaining unique negative features. These participants were then shown a third apartment that combines an explanation for why people can easily retrieve the shared features from memory but still not use them in their judgments. The globally less positive, but entirely unique-featured apartment would look relatively better, because its ratings would be based on both positive and negative features. Thus, in a sense, feature matching and cancellation of the shared features were hypothesized to create a context in which participants would see a mediocre choice as being more positive and see positive choices as being more mediocre.

Method

Participants. One hundred twenty-nine introductory psychology students (88 women, 41 men) participated in exchange for course credit.

Apartment descriptions. Three apartment descriptions, each containing five positive features and three negative features, were developed in pretesting. Two of the apartments had shared positive features—that is, the five positive features were the same for these two apartments (e.g., both apartments had big windows). The negative features for these apartments were unique (e.g., one apartment had no deadbolt locks, the other had a small closet). The third apartment had all unique features. (Complete descriptions of the apartments can be found in the Appendix.)

The two shared-features apartments were designed to be more positive than the all-unique-features apartment (i.e., the positive features of the two similar apartments were more positive, and the negative features were less negative, than those found in the all-unique-features apartment). In pretesting, participants were shown one of the apartment descriptions and asked to rate it. The all-unique apartment rated an average of 3.22 on a 7-point scale (higher numbers indicate more positive ratings), as compared to shared-features Apartment 1, rated 3.93, t(34) = 1.75, p = .09, and shared-features Apartment 2, rated 4.11, t(34) = 2.40, p = .03.

Procedure. On entering the lab, participants were informed that the study dealt with decision making. The experimenter asked them to imagine they had looked at several apartments that were all in the same price range and told them that they would be given notes about the different features of the apartments they had seen.

The experimenter then passed out the first apartment packet, which contained descriptions of two of the apartments, each listed on a separate page. A questionnaire about the two apartments followed the descriptions. Participants were first asked which of the two apartments was their preliminary favorite. They were then asked to rate, on 7-point scales, how positive their opinion of each apartment was (1 = very negative; 7 = very positive), how likely they thought it was that they would choose to live in each of the apartments (1 = very unlikely; 7 = very likely), and how much they thought they would enjoy living in each of the apartments (1 = not at all; 7 = very much).1

The experimenter collected the packets and told participants to imagine that another apartment in their price range was available and that they would be given notes to describe it, just as they had been for the other two apartments. The experimenter then distributed the second apartment packet, which contained information about the third apartment. Questions about the third apartment, identical to those asked about the first two apartments in the first packet, followed the description.2 Participants were asked once again which apartment was their favorite, this time deciding between their preliminary favorite and the third apartment. The experimenter then collected these packets.

1 Participants were also asked after each question how confident they were about their answers, but asking about confidence in this way appeared to yield only an order effect, such that participants were more confident about their ratings of later apartments. These measures are not discussed further.

2 Participants were also asked to re-rate their preliminary favorite (but not the other apartment in the first pair). These ratings were not analyzed.
Feature-cancellation manipulation. Cancellation of shared features was manipulated by varying the order in which participants saw the apartments. In the feature-cancellation condition, participants first read about the two shared-features apartments together and then received the description of the all-unique-features apartment as the separate third apartment (an order expected to encourage cancellation of the first two apartments' shared features). The order of the first two apartments was counterbalanced. In the no-cancellation condition, the first pair of apartments was composed of one of the shared-features apartments along with the all-unique-features apartment. The third apartment (which participants read about separately) was the other shared-features apartment. This order was not expected to encourage feature cancellation. The order of the shared-features apartments was again counterbalanced (either in the first pair of apartments, or alone as the third apartment). Within the first pair of apartments, whether a shared-features or the all-unique apartment appeared first also was counterbalanced.

Additional measures. After rating the apartments, participants were asked to fill out a background questionnaire that asked their sex, year in college, what their current living situation was (e.g., dorm or apartment), and what other types of places they had lived in since they came to college. The experimenter then gave participants a recall questionnaire that asked them to list as many features as they could remember for each of the apartments they had just seen. Participants were given up to 8 min to finish this task. When all the recall questionnaires had been collected, the experimenter passed out a questionnaire assessing participants' suspicions. Participants were then debriefed and thanked.

Results

The three dependent measures (how positive participants' opinions of the apartments were, how likely they thought they were to choose to live there, and how much they thought they would enjoy living there) were highly intercorrelated (average r = .80; reliability coefficients for the three different apartments ranged from .91 to .94). These three measures were therefore averaged to create one composite liking measure.

Feature-cancellation effects. A 3 (which apartment was rated) × 2 (feature cancellation vs. no cancellation) within-between analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the apartment ratings revealed a main effect of apartment, F(1, 127) = 4.10, p < .05 (see means in Figure 1). Consistent with pretesting, contrasts showed that participants rated both of the shared-features apartments higher than the all-unique-features apartment: F(1, 254) = 8.63, p < .005, for shared-features Apartment 1, and F(1, 254) = 36.67, p < .001, for shared-features Apartment 2. Unlike in pretesting, one of the shared-features apartments (shared-features Apartment 2) was significantly preferred over the other (shared-features Apartment 1), F(1, 254) = 9.72, p = .002.

The chief prediction concerned the interaction effect of apartment and feature-cancellation condition. As predicted, there was a significant interaction, F(2, 254) = 17.73, p = .007. To test the hypothesized pattern of results directly, a contrast was performed. First, higher weights were assigned to the two apartments with shared features when they were seen in the final position or when one was paired with the all-unique-features apartment, and lower weights were assigned to the shared-features apartments when they were paired with each other. Higher weights were assigned to the less positive, all-unique-features apartment when it appeared by itself, and lower weights were assigned when it was paired with one of the other apartments. Next, the main effect for apartment was also taken into account when determining the contrast weights so that the shared-features apartments, which were more globally positive, were more positively weighted, and the unique-features apartment, which was less globally positive, was more negatively weighted. Thus, the resulting contrast weights for the apartments in the feature-cancellation condition were 0 for the two shared-features apartments and −1 for the all-unique apartment; in the no-cancellation condition, the shared-features apartments were weighted 2, and the all-unique-features apartment was weighted −3. This overall contrast was significant, F(1, 254) = 43.47, p < .001.

The possibility exists, however, that this contrast was significant simply because of the strong main effect of apartment.

Figure 1. Apartment ratings by feature-cancellation condition, Study 1. N = 129.
Thus, an additional contrast testing just the simple interaction of Apartment × Feature Cancellation Condition with no allowance made for the initial difference in the shared-features and all-unique apartments (a more stringent test of the feature-cancellation effect) also was tested and found to be significant, $F(1, 254) = 11.02, p = .001$. (Contrast weights in the feature-cancellation condition were $-1$ for both shared-features apartments and 2 for the all-unique apartment; weights in the no-cancellation condition were 1 for both the shared-features apartments and $-2$ for the all-unique apartment.) Given that the feature-cancellation condition and the position in which an apartment appeared were necessarily confounded (e.g., one of the shared-features apartments was always seen last in the no-cancellation condition, and the all-unique apartment was always seen last in the feature-cancellation condition), serial position effects could present an alternative explanation for the difference in the ratings. Suppose for example, that people always preferred the last apartment they saw, regardless of which apartment it was. Research investigating conversational conventions (or “Gricean” conventions, after Grice, 1975) has demonstrated that information that comes later in an exchange is presumed to add something beyond information already exchanged, and that later information may be seen as more important than earlier information (Clark, 1989; Krosnick, Li, & Lehman, 1990). It is conceivable that participants inferred that there was something special about the third apartment because it came last.

The order in which the options are seen is a necessary component of the hypothesized feature-cancellation effects, but a number of factors suggest that the pattern of results found in this study was not due solely to order of presentation. First, there was no linear order effect for apartment position, $F(2, 254) = 0.44, p = .64$. More important, although the position of the all-unique apartment was dictated by condition (it was always the third apartment in the feature-cancellation condition and never the third in the no-cancellation condition), the two shared-features apartments were able to appear in all three positions in the no-cancellation condition (essentially a control condition), which provided the ideal testing ground to demonstrate that there was no tendency to prefer the third apartment over the first two simply because it came last. In the four possible orders making up the no-cancellation conditions (see orders and means in Table 1), shared-features Apartment 1 was actually preferred when it was not in the final slot ($M = 3.70$ when last; $M = 4.95$ when not last), $r(83) = -4.29, p < .01$, and shared-features Apartment 2 was liked equally well whether seen last ($M = 4.81$) or not last ($M = 4.89$), $r(83) = -0.28, p = .78$.

Aside from these results, the cover story should have reduced the likelihood that participants thought the third apartment was in any way notably different from the first two: Participants were told to imagine they were trying to choose a place to live, first with two possible options, and then again after a third option became available. Such staggered exposure is very common in real-world apartment hunts and generally does not imply any increased importance of the final option seen—only, perhaps, that the apartment seeker has just found the ad, or the apartment owner has only just put the apartment on the market. Furthermore, in a postexperimental questionnaire designed to assess questions and suspicions, only 1 participant in the sample of 129 reported any curiosity about the experimenter’s motives for showing the third apartment separately.

**Recall.** Participants’ recall scores consisted of the percentage of features they correctly recalled for an apartment. Synonyms were counted as correct (e.g., “big windows” was counted as correct for “large windows”). Any features that participants listed that were not part of the apartment’s description were counted as errors.

Participants correctly recalled a higher percentage of features from the shared-features apartments (74% for shared-features Apartment 1 and 73% for shared-features Apartment 2) than they did of the all-unique-features apartment (62%), $F(2, 254) = 18.26, p < .001$.6 Looking just at the recall for the shared-features apartments, participants recalled roughly equal percentages of shared and unique features (75% and 73%, respectively), $F(1, 127) = 0.82, n.s.$, and the shared/unique-feature distinction did not interact with the feature-cancellation condition, $F(1, 127) = 0.57, n.s$. Given that participants recalled more features from the shared-features apartments, and that they did not recall a lower percentage of shared features than unique features for these apartments (and neither of these effects was affected by feature-cancellation condition), it does not appear that participants forgot the shared features. This, like Houston et al.’s (1989) Study 4, casts considerable doubt on the cancel-and-discard hypothesis.

It is interesting to note, however, that the recall of features is not strictly related to the number of times a feature was seen. The shared features, despite receiving double “rehearsal” because they were seen in two descriptions, were recalled at about the same rate, not more often, as the unique features, which were seen only once. What is notable, and consistent with the match-and-file hypothesis, is that recalling a shared feature for one apartment was highly predictive of recalling it for the other, especially in the feature-cancellation condition. The average correlation between the five pairs of shared features was .82 in the feature-cancellation condition and only .27 in the no-cancellation condition ($z = 4.69, p < .001$). The average correlation between any other pair of features drawn from these two apartments was .05 in the feature-cancellation condition and .07 in the no-cancellation condition. The higher correlations between the shared features suggest that participants were pairing the shared features up, or at least forming an associative connection between them. The fact that the correlations between the shared features are even higher in the feature-cancellation condition suggests that the pairing is even stronger when the two shared-features apartments are presented together. Thus, although the

6 Unfortunately, several participants mistook “nosy neighbors,” one of the negative characteristics of the all-unique apartment, to be “noisy neighbors.” This confusion was apparent in participants’ free recall, when they were asked to recall the features of the three apartments: 34 of the 129 participants listed “nosy” as one of the features of the all-unique apartment in Study 1, and 35 of 191 listed it in Study 2. “Nosy” was actually one of the characteristics pretested for the apartment descriptions, and it, like “nosy,” was considered negative—in fact, even more so than “nosy.” Thus, participants who thought that the all-unique apartment was noisy rather than nosy would judge it more harshly, making it harder for the feature-cancellation effect to occur, so it was decided not to count “nosy” as an error.
double rehearsal of the shared features did not make them any more likely to be recalled than features seen only once in this study, recalling a shared feature for one apartment served as an excellent cue for recalling it for the other.

Recall errors. Of the 129 participants, 52 made at least one error in their recall (mean number of errors = 0.78, SD = 1.15). An ANOVA revealed a main effect of apartment on recall errors, $F(2, 254) = 9.88, p < .001$. A contrast, paralleling the recall data, showed that participants made more errors in recalling the features of the all-unique-features apartment ($M = 0.46$) than in recalling the features of the shared-features apartments (mean for shared-features Apartment 1 = 0.18, mean for shared-features Apartment 2 = 0.14), $F(1, 254) = 20.09, p < .001$.

However, unlike the recall data, there was also a significant Apartment $\times$ Feature Cancellation Condition effect, $F(2, 254) = 3.44, p = .034$, on number of recall errors made (see means in Table 2), raising the possibility that recall errors are more sensitive to feature cancellation than is the gross number of features recalled. A post hoc contrast testing the hypothesis that participants made more errors in recalling the features of the all-unique apartment when they were in the no-cancellation condition than any other cell was significant, $F(1, 254) = 18.91, p < .001$.

Discussion

Consistent with past findings, pairing two options with shared positive features and unique negative features changed how people viewed the options. In the present study, the shared-features options were rated less positively when they were paired than if they were seen in isolation or paired with an option with which they did not share features. Furthermore, the effects of feature cancellation appeared to affect subsequent decision contexts as well. When participants viewed a third, less positive option after having first had a chance to cancel out features for the two more globally positive options with shared features, their ratings of the third option were relatively more favorable than if they first saw it paired with one of the more positive options. Thus, by manipulating the context in which options are seen—specifically, manipulating which other options they are seen with, and what features they share with those other options—it is possible to change people's evaluations of the options. Furthermore, this phenomenon is not just a contrast effect based on participants liking the shared-features apartments better simply because they were paired with an inferior option in the no-cancellation condition. In this study, although one of the shared-features apartments was paired with the less globally positive all-unique apartment in the no-cancellation condition, the other appeared by itself in the third slot (a neutral context).

The recall data provide some hint as to what happens to the shared features when they are matched up. It is apparent that when people cancel out shared features, they are not purging them permanently from their memories, as a match-and-discard explanation would predict. Participants in the feature-cancellation condition did just as well at recalling the shared features of the shared-features apartments as did participants in the no-cancellation condition. However, they did not do any better at recalling shared versus unique features, so recall of the shared features does not appear to be simply the result of double rehearsal of these features.

The best clue to what participants are doing with the shared features comes from the correlations between recall for the two shared-features apartments. If participants recalled a shared feature for one apartment, they were highly likely to recall it for the other apartment, especially in the feature-cancellation condition. Consistent with a match-and-file explanation, if participants "pulled" the memory of a shared feature for one apartment, the memory of the other shared feature came with it. Recalling the shared feature for one apartment served as a cue to recalling it for the other apartment. However, when there was no explicit request to retrieve these features, they remained "filed away" (or at least the lower ratings of the shared-features apartments would so imply) and thus were not part of the context in which the all-unique apartment was judged.

Thus, it does not appear that feature cancellation results in people totally forgetting the shared features of the shared-fea-

### Table 1
**Rating of Apartments in All Six Orders, Study 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature cancellation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1: 3.86</td>
<td>Shared 2: 4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2: 4.36</td>
<td>All unique: 3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No cancellation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1: 4.67</td>
<td>All unique: 3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2: 4.85</td>
<td>Shared 2: 4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique: 3.31</td>
<td>Shared 1: 5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique: 3.81</td>
<td>Shared 2: 4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared 2: 4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Higher numbers reflect greater liking for the apartments.

### Table 2
**Mean Number of Recall Errors by Apartment and Feature Cancellation Condition, Study 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apartment</th>
<th>Feature cancellation</th>
<th>No cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1</td>
<td>0.068*</td>
<td>0.235*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2</td>
<td>0.204*</td>
<td>0.106*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique</td>
<td>0.296*</td>
<td>0.541*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Contrast weight = -1.  b Contrast weight = 5.
tured apartments, or in distorting their memory of the all-unique apartment in a positive direction. There was some suggestion, however, that people took the all-unique apartment more seriously in the feature-cancellation condition, because they made fewer recall errors when recalling its features, but it must be noted that they were not recalling more correct information, only including less incorrect information. Participants who viewed the all-unique apartment by itself, after matching up and canceling out the shared positive features of the shared-features apartments, may have seen the all-unique apartment as a competitive alternative and thus studied its features more carefully and made fewer errors, whereas participants who saw the all-unique apartment paired with one of the more positive shared-features apartments in the no-cancellation condition may have been more likely to make a preliminary judgment that it was inferior and thus paid less attention to it.

One possible criticism of Study 1 is that the deck was "stacked" in favor of finding a feature-cancellation effect, because participants were shown the first two apartments without being told there would be a third and because participants were asked to rate the first two apartments before seeing the third one, both of which should have encouraged them to use comparison processes that are efficient for two options. As stated earlier, canceling out shared features makes sense when we are deciding between two options—shared features do not distinguish between two options. Although Houston et al. (1991) pointed out that there are possible negative side effects of feature matching with just two options, the point of Study 1 was to show that canceling out features is particularly detrimental when subsequent comparisons are made.

Are people aware that feature matching's effectiveness is reduced in cases with more than two options? If so, explicitly telling participants that they would be seeing three options, instead of first leading them to believe that they were making a choice between only two, could make them less likely to cancel features. Alternatively, feature matching is not a strategy that we consciously choose; it is instead one that is engaged in whenever we see two options, regardless of the fact that we know we are going to see a third.

Another possible route to reducing the effects of feature matching would be to find a way to keep people from canceling out the shared features. Keeping shared features uncanceled and thus still "in the equation" should reduce feature matching effects by reducing the disproportionate influence of the unique features. For example, Sanbonmatsu, Kardes, and Gibson (1991) prevented the canceling out of shared features by explicitly instructing participants to make on-line judgments, instead of memory-based judgments (see Hastie & Park, 1986). Presumably, because on-line participants formed global evaluations prior to comparison, they could more easily retrieve these judgments than go back to the "raw data" (the actual features).

Not allowing participants to express their preference between the first two apartments until after they see the third option could possibly serve the same function as having them make on-line judgments. People may be more likely to keep the matched-up features handy if they haven't made their ratings yet, in a manner akin to the Zeigarnik (1927/1939) effect. It is possible that making participants wait to rate the apartments would give them a reason not to discard or file away shared features. On the other hand, if feature matching is an organizational strategy in which people are not consciously choosing to engage, then making them wait to make their ratings may have no effect on whether they cancel out features: If two options with shared features are presented together, the shared features will still have been "filed" away whenever participants make their ratings. Thus, Study 2 tested whether people match and cancel shared features whenever they have a choice between two options, regardless of whether they get a chance to express a preference and regardless of what further comparisons lie ahead.

**Study 2**

**Method**

Participants. Participants were introductory psychology students who volunteered in exchange for experimental credit. Two participants' data were thrown out because their packets contained two descriptions of the same apartment. Of the 190 remaining participants, 121 were female, 63 were male, and 6 did not indicate their gender.

Procedure. Study 1 was replicated with the addition of two manipulations. Half of the participants were told in the first packet of two apartments that they would also later see a third apartment (knowledge condition), and the other half (no-knowledge condition) were not told in advance that they would see three apartments—they first read the two apartment descriptions and were then later presented with the third apartment (this was the procedure followed in the first study). Crossing this was a timing-of-rating manipulation. Half of the participants rated the first two apartments immediately after seeing them, as in Study 1. They rated the third apartment immediately after seeing it, and then filled out the short background questionnaire (intermittent rating condition). The other half of the participants filled out this background questionnaire in place of the first rating scale. They did not rate any of the apartments until after they had seen all three (delayed rating condition).

Participants read the same apartment descriptions as were used in Study 1 and were once again randomly assigned to either the feature-cancellation or no-cancellation condition. They rated the apartments on the same liking scales.

All participants in Study 2 also performed a filler task (they were asked about how many and which experiments they had participated in during the semester) between rating the apartments and completing the free recall task. (This is because there appeared to be a possible ceiling effect for memory measures in the first study. A longer delay was inserted to increase decay of short-term memory.) One other small difference was that participants in Study 2 were run in separate cubicles, in part because they were doing more noticeably different tasks.

**Results**

Feature-matching effects and moderator variables. Participants' evaluations of the three apartments replicated the findings for Study 1. A 3 (which apartment was rated) × 2 (feature cancellation vs. no cancellation) × 2 (knowledge vs. no knowledge) × 2 (intermittent rating or not) within-between ANOVA on the apartment evaluations was performed (see means in Table 3). Once again, there was a significant interaction between apartment and the feature-cancellation condition, F(2, 364) = 4.09, p = .02 (see Figure 2). Using the same contrast weights as were used in Study 1, it was found that participants liked the shared-features apartments less in the feature-cancellation condition and the all-unique apartment more in the feature-can-
cellation condition, $F(1, 364) = 36.22, p < .001$. The pure interaction contrast also was significant (i.e., no allowance was made for the initial ratings of the three apartments), $F(1, 364) = 6.73, p < .01$. As in Study 1, $t$ tests conducted on the shared-features apartments in the no-cancellation condition suggested that the pattern of results was not due to a simple preference for the third option seen, $t(123) = -4.24, p < .001$, for shared-features Apartment 1 ($M = 3.41$ when last; $M = 4.44$ when not last, meaning participants actually preferred this apartment when it did not come last), and $t(123) = -0.34, p = .731$, for shared-features Apartment 2 ($M = 4.76$ when last; $M = 4.83$ when not last).

In addition, as in Study 1, there was a main effect of apartment, $F(2, 364) = 25.84, p < .001$. The same contrasts as were performed in Study 1 showed that participants preferred shared-features Apartment 1 to the all-unique apartment, $F(1, 364) = 4.96, p = .03$, and that participants also preferred shared-features Apartment 2 to the all-unique apartment, $F(1, 364) = 49.55, p < .001$. The same contrasts as were performed in Study 1 showed that participants preferred the shared-features apartments more when they had to wait until having seen all three apartments to make their ratings, and participants liked the all-unique apartment more when they made intermittent ratings of the apartments.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Feature cancellation</th>
<th>No cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent rating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t know 3</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No intermittent rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t know 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Higher numbers reflect greater liking for the apartments. Numbers in boldface type represent replication of conditions in Study 1.

There was no main effect for either the timing of the ratings (whether participants made intermittent or delayed ratings) or for knowing that three apartments would be seen, nor was there a two-way interaction between knowledge and timing of rating. There was also no four-way interaction of apartment, feature-cancellation condition, timing of rating, and knowledge of three apartments. There was an unpredicted Apartment × Timing interaction, $F(2, 364) = 3.04, p = .049$. An examination of the means suggests that participants liked the shared-features apartments more when they had to wait until having seen all three apartments to make their ratings, and participants liked the all-unique apartment more when they made intermittent ratings of the apartments.

Recall. There was a main effect of apartment on recall results, $F(2, 360) = 20.57, p < .001$. Once again, participants recalled more of the features belonging to the shared-features apartments (69% for shared-features Apartment 1 and 70% for shared-features Apartment 2) than they did features of the all-unique apartment (60%), $F(1, 360) = 36.53, p < .001$. There were no main or interaction effects of feature-cancellation condition on number of features recalled.

In Study 2, participants recalled marginally more of the shared features (71%) than the unique features (66%) of the shared-features apartments, $F(1, 186) = 3.45, p < .065$. This pattern was also not affected by feature-cancellation condition. Thus, once again, there was no support for the match-and-discard hypothesis, whereby people match up features and purge them from memory. Most striking, however, was the support for the match-and-file hypothesis, by means of a replication of the Study 1 finding that recalling one of the shared features for one apartment was highly predictive of recalling it for the other in the feature-cancellation condition. The average correlation between the five pairs of shared features was .67 in the feature-cancellation condition and only .50 in the no-cancellation condition ($z = 3.27, p = .001$). The average correlation between any

---

7 As in Study 1, there was no reliable difference between the percentage of participants in the feature-cancellation condition (20%) and the no-cancellation condition (16%) who picked the all-unique apartment as their favorite, $\chi^2(1, N = 190) < 1$, ns. The additional independent variables also did not affect participants’ categorical choices.

8 Slightly different ns reflect participants who did not complete recall measures.
other pair of features drawn from these two apartments was .12 in both the feature-cancellation condition and no-cancellation condition. The possible moderator variables—timing of ratings and knowledge that three options would be seen—had no significant effect on the correlations.

Recall errors. As in Study 1, there was a main effect of apartment on recall errors, $F(2, 360) = 5.34, p = .005$. A contrast showed that participants made many more errors in their recall of the features belonging to the all-unique apartment, $F(1, 186) = 7.82, p = .006$. This effect was strongest in the no-cancellation condition (see means in Table 4), replicating the significant Apartment × Feature Cancellation Condition interaction found in Study 1, $F(2, 360) = 7.20, p = .001$.

Discussion

Study 2 closely replicated Study 1. When two options with shared positive features and unique negative features were paired, they were rated lower than when they were seen either alone or paired with an option with nonshared features. The effect of pairing these two options also carries over to subsequent comparisons: A less positive option with all unique features benefited from being seen after the paired shared-features options. In addition to the evaluative ratings of the apartments, Study 2 replicated Study 1's results for recall and recall errors.

Furthermore, the results from Study 2 suggest that the conditions chosen for Study 1 are not the only ones under which the feature-cancellation effect can be obtained. Attempts to derail this robust effect in Study 2 were weak at best. As can be seen in Table 3, the pattern of means essentially followed the feature-cancellation effect in all cells (with the exception of the ratings of the all-unique apartment when participants were not allowed to make intermittent ratings), and the feature-cancellation effect was significant when the data were collapsed across the knowledge and timing-of-rating variables. Furthermore, the correlations for memory of shared features were unaffected when participants had to wait to make their ratings.

The significant contrast testing that the cancellation of shared features occurred only in the cells in which participants made intermittent ratings suggests that this manipulation could strengthen the effect. To use the crowded-desk analogy again, this could occur because the "file" of matched features has more of a chance to become buried among other things on the desktop when participants make intermittent ratings. Consistent with this hypothesis, the minimal dampening effect of not allowing intermittent ratings in the feature-cancellation condition appears to have its strongest effect on subsequent choices (i.e., the ratings of the all-unique apartment). Even with a delay, participants were matching up and canceling out the shared features of the shared-features apartments, as evidenced by the fact that the ratings of these two apartments still suffered in the feature-cancellation condition relative to the no-cancellation condition and the fact that the correlations between memory for the shared features was not affected by the timing of the ratings. However, delaying the ratings may have kept the shared features closer at hand and thus reduced the contextual effect of cancellation on the ratings of the all-unique apartment when it came last. The marginal effect of the delay also offers further evidence against a Gricean preference for the third option (as discussed in Study 1), as it seems unlikely that the timing of the judgments should change the participants' assumptions about what the experimenter intended to communicate by providing the description of the third apartment separately.

An alternative method of examining this hypothesis would be to make participants wait to rate the apartments but to insert a distraction task before they got a chance to do so, to see if that, too, made the shared features less of a factor in judgments. The more readily visible the shared features are as a part of the context against which the all-unique apartment is judged, the less of a cancellation effect there should be. However, it appears that the mere act of comparison automatically sets a process into motion that reduces the salience of these shared features.

General Discussion

Feature matching can be seen as a strategy with qualities that are analogous to Beach's (1993) investigations of choice screening: As with screening, when people feature match, some of the initial information is lost when people make their "first round" of comparison, even though that information might be valuable to have for later comparisons. In addition to demonstrating the effects of feature matching on successive decisions, the present studies shed light on the mediating mechanism. Given the recall data, people in the feature-cancellation condition apparently do not match up the information to throw it out, as a match-and-discard hypothesis would predict. As in the screening studies, the information used in earlier comparisons is not forgotten (in one of the studies Beach discussed, participants were reminded of the screened information but still did not use it) but, judging from people's ratings, it does not factor as heavily as the unique features into people's evaluations of the apartments.

Instead, the matching and cancellation appears to be more of an organizational match-and-file strategy, as a means to sort through many pieces of incoming information. If this is indeed the model for feature matching, then we should expect cognitive correlates, such as reaction time differences. For example, it should take longer to retrieve a shared feature for the first option whose features are to be recalled than for the second option, because for the first option the feature must be retrieved from the "filing cabinet," whereas for the second it will already be "on the desk."

Another possible way of testing the hypothesis that people are clearing the shared features from their cognitive workspace would be to give them a task that required them to use the shared

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apartment</th>
<th>Feature cancellation</th>
<th>No cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total errors</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared 1</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All unique</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Number of Recall Errors by Apartment and Feature Cancellation Condition, Study 2
features in addition to having to make preference judgments. As mentioned earlier, Tversky's (1977) original studies discussed feature matching as a strategy for judging similarity. In the case of similarity judgments, the shared features were not canceled out—the number of shared features was the first estimate of similarity. Thus, if people knew they had to make similarity judgments in addition to preference judgments, they might be less likely to cancel out or file away the shared features, because the shared features are a necessary component for making similarity judgments.

**Do People Know When They Feature Match?**

As an exploratory exercise, a subset of 110 of the participants in Study 2 were asked at the end of the study (during the debriefing but before feature matching was explained to them) how they made their ratings and whether they were affected differently by the shared and unshared features. Despite the questionable validity of asking people to verbalize their cognitive processes (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Wilson, 1994), especially after the fact (Ericsson & Simon, 1980; Payne, 1994), it is still interesting to examine the protocols of participants who said they used strategies. Approximately 40% of the participants asked about their strategies described something that had to do with feature matching; some of them gave textbook descriptions of matching and canceling the shared features (e.g., a participant in the feature-cancellation condition said "The shared features were easy to put aside because I could then focus on differences between the apartments"). However, there were participants in both the feature-cancellation condition and those in the no-cancellation condition who claimed to have done something along the lines of matching up and canceling shared features, looking just at unshared features, or both (e.g., from a participant in the no-cancellation condition: "I think that the shared features allowed me to clump those apartments together by shared characteristics. They forced me to focus even more on the bad of each complex"). If anything, cancellation strategies were self-reported more in the no-cancellation condition.

Although the self-reports were meant to be exploratory only, they are suggestive evidence that canceling out shared features is dangerous to the quality of preference judgments only in cases where there is a separation between the initial matching and subsequent choices—when there is time for the shared-features "file" to get put away. Participants in both conditions said that they matched and canceled, but only participants who had a separation between the shared-features apartments and the all-unique apartment (either because the shared-features apartments were both paired and rated together, as in the intermittent rating condition, or just paired together, as in the delayed rating condition) strayed from normative ratings.

**Is This "Shortcut" All That Short?**

Suggesting that people are going to the effort of both matching and filing shared features raises the question of whether feature matching is really a shortcut or heuristic at all. Presumably, both matching and filing require some cognitive capacity, possibly even more than not using any strategy. At least for the first round of comparison in the feature-matching paradigm described in these studies, the heuristic people are using is not so much a shortcut that allows them to skip over parts of the decision process but is more a strategy that makes choices seem clearer. People are neither ignoring options, as in satisficing, or even ignoring features, as in elimination by aspects. They instead look at all the information, but they structure it in such a way that makes it easier to compare.

This interpretation would be consistent with other studies that suggest that people are motivated to do more than just be "cognitive misers" (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) in order to make decisions easier. For example, Simonson and Tversky (1992) theorized that trade-off contrast and extremeness aversion, two other decision-making context effects, may be "driven primarily by an attempt to achieve better resolution and identify the best choice, not merely by the tendency to simplify the task" (p. 293; see also Montgomery, 1989, and Tversky & Shafir, 1992). Thus, it is possible that there is a curvilinear relationship between feature matching and the cognitive load imposed by judgment: Matching and canceling appears only when making the judgment is complex enough that people wish to simplify it but not so complex that they do not have the cognitive capacity to perform the matching.

Related to this question, another area of future investigation would be to examine how much cognitive effort we are willing to exert to feature match. For example, suppose the shared features of the two shared-features apartments were not identically worded. If "spacious" became "lots of space" in one apartment and "generous floor plan" in the other, would people still make the match? Would they be more likely to do so when they had more features to look at (and thus motivated to "file" some away, in order to deal with a more reasonable "stack")?

Besides varying the level of effort required to feature match, there are other limiting circumstances under which people would not be expected to cancel out shared positives and subsequently would make the mistake of boosting their ratings of later inferior options. Feature matching would not be expected to occur (let alone have adverse effects on decision quality) when a person had a distinct preference for one of two options, just as other contextual influences have been shown to be less influential with well-established preferences (see Huber, Payne, & Puto, 1982; Simonson & Tversky, 1992). A lifelong, die-hard Democrat probably would not have been swayed to vote for Perot; To a Democrat, Clinton would still be a Democrat, even if all of his other positive features overlapped with Bush's.

Various other motivations also could influence the degree to which people cancel shared features. Need for closure, for example, might increase people's likelihood to cancel features (Kruglanski & Weber, 1996), whereas accountability might decrease it (Simonson & Nye, 1992). Other aspects of the decision context could also play a role in people's likelihood to cancel features. For example, presenting one of the shared-features options earlier than the other, so it is viewed as a "pioneer" (see Kardes & Gurumurthy, 1992), or asking participants to judge the similarity of the two shared-features options (which should make the shared features more salient) might reduce feature-cancellation effects.

In conclusion, the research in the present studies is consistent with a growing body of work that casts doubt on the idea that human judgments are absolute. It appears we cannot just read
how much we like something off a "preference thermometer," instead preferences "are . . . constructed—not merely revealed—during their elicitation" (Shafir, 1993, p. 546; see also Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky, 1993). This construction is affected by the context in which our judgments are made. Changing things such as the order in which options are seen and the number of features they have in common, as well as those they possess uniquely, can cause our ratings to stray from normative models, providing yet another example of efficient yet imperfect human judgment (see Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988). The present studies even suggest that it is our own structuring of the decision context, in an attempt to make the decision easier or clearer that "messes us up." The structure may outlive its usefulness; highlighting certain relative differences may obscure absolute differences. Perhaps, however, in many of our decisions, the good closure we feel when a decision is clear to us is more psychologically important in the long run than always picking the normative choice.
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(Appendix follows)
### Apartment Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apartment 1: Shared</th>
<th>Apartment 2: Shared</th>
<th>Apartment 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>positive features/unique negative features</td>
<td>positive features/unique negative features</td>
<td>All unique features/less globally positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>Big windows</td>
<td>Wall-to-wall carpet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great deck</td>
<td>No deadbolt locks</td>
<td>Limited parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ants</td>
<td>Pool</td>
<td>Renovated old building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacious</td>
<td>Laundry facilities on premises</td>
<td>Nosy neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torn screens</td>
<td>No cable</td>
<td>Lots of phone jacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big windows</td>
<td>Great deck</td>
<td>Damp in the summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small closet</td>
<td>Drafty in winter</td>
<td>Separate dining room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry facilities on premises</td>
<td>Spacious</td>
<td>Walking distance to grocery store</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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